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Suzuki DF175AP Four Stroke Marine Outboard Engine DATATAG security FREE with this engine Suzuki
DF175AP and DF150AP benefit from Suzuki Precision Control (electronic throttle and shift system) for
smoother, more positive gear operation and the Lean Burn Control System for the ultimate in fuel
economy. Built with a strong desire to provide customers with the very best, most innovative and
reliable products possible, Suzuki outboards are recognised around the globe for their unrivaled,
award-winning technologies and advanced designs. The DF175TG and DF150AP models are no
different. These powerful inline four cylinder four-stroke outboards are engineered with some of the
most advanced technologies on the market providing boaters with greater performance,
convenience, and efficiency. Both outboards were launched during the 2016 Southampton
International Boat Show and are modeled on the award winning DF200AP which takes full advantage
of the Suzuki Lean Burn Control System and Suzuki Precision Control — two advanced technologies
derived from Suzuki’s flagship DF300AP and DF250AP outboards. The Lean Burn Control System is an
intelligent fuel management system that is providing more and more Suzuki four strokes with
amazing fuel efficiency — up to a 15% improvement from the old DF150 and DF175 models, helping
boaters go further and faster for less. Suzuki Precision Control is a drive-by-wire throttle control
and shift system that provides instant control of fuel and airflow for further improvements in fuel
efficiency over a wider operating range. The system also offers easy rigging and set up plus
smoother and more precise throttle and shift operation. This outboard is also available as DF175APX
(extra long shaft - 25") for just £16,649 inc VAT.
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